Reports To: Metadata Strategy and Policy Steering Committee (MSPSC)

Advisory Group Charge:

- Review and document current digital collections metadata practices throughout the library. Primary focus will be on digitized cultural heritage materials. Based on local needs and international standards, draft policy and workflow recommendations, to be submitted to the MSPSC for approval and propagation.
- Maintain core metadata requirements for digital collections
- Advise on integration of descriptive metadata with preservation, technical, and administrative metadata

Membership:

Chair: Mark Custer [1]

- Seth Anderson [2]
- Christy Bailey-Tomecek [3]
- Kathy Bohlman [4]
- Sarah Coe [5]
- Ellen Cordes [6]
- Rebecca Hirsch [7]
- Robert Klingenger [8]
- Caitlyn Lam [9]
- Tyler Lanigan [10] (Recording Secretary)
- Tim Thompson [12]

Frequency of Meetings: Monthly or as needed

Member Selection Method: Members are metadata or systems specialists responsible for descriptive metadata policies based on material type or repository.

Term of Service: 2 years, renewable

Source URL: https://web.library.yale.edu/cataloging/committees/MDAAG
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